Military Deployment Reading List

Selected books from the article by Elaine M. Grossman, “To understand insurgency in Iraq: Read something old, something new” Inside the Pentagon, December 2, 2004 and the CARL reference librarians.

Call numbers for the books in the Combined Arms Research Library (CARL) are in **bold print**.

---

**CARL 956.70443 A877i**

**CARL 956.70443 A877i**

**CARL 953.804 B433d**

**CARL 359.960904 B583m**

**CARL 355.02 B584m**

**CARL 355.0218 B725s**

**CARL 956.7041 D645i**

**CARL 355.331092 F834a**

**CARL 327.41056 F931p**

**CARL 355.425 G181c**

**CARL 355.0218 H224s 2004**

**CARL 356.167 S524**

**CARL 965.04 H815s**

**CARL 956.70443 K26i**

**CARL 940.415 L423s**

**CARL 940.415 L**

**CARL 953 L673**


